ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION

21
There are over 20 million extant species on the planet, most of which can be described in 22 relation to their unique and widely diverse phenotypes. Comparisons across species phenotypes, 23 however, cannot yet readily be made using computer-assisted methods. This is because the rich 24 legacy of comparative morphology has not yet been semantically enabled-that is, the corpus is 25 in a free-text format that renders computation nearly impossible. This situation began to change 
33
Developing ontologies appropriate for biodiversity, including taxonomy ontologies (Midford et common ancestry or independent origin (a 'homoplasy finder'). As described by Braun et al.
117
(Chapter 10), predictive phenomics can, for example, be used to target desired phenotypes in fins were lost in teleost fishes and whether they were ever regained (Jackson et al. 2018 ).
174
Looking ahead, if all published traits and trees were made computable using these methods, any 175 user could automatically generate a matrix for a specified set of traits and map it on various 176 synthetic tree topologies, which in turn would allow addressing a host of questions regarding the pattern and tempo of phenotypic evolution and associations with genomic and environmental annotation, and thus, consolidation will increase. In the above example, the author would 251 presumably be able to choose, based on the different definitions of the ontology terms, which 252 term is most applicable to the phenotype observed. semantic similarity is affected when external homology knowledge is included in an ontology.
258
They measured phenotypic similarity between orthologous and non-orthologous gene pairs 259 between humans and either mouse or zebrafish, and they compared the effect of including real 260 vs. faux homology axioms. Semantic similarity was preferentially increased for orthologs when 261 using real homology axioms, though only across the more divergent of the two species (human to and thus prevalent. Evaluating, and hence continuously improving the accuracy of machine 274 generated annotations depends on expert-curated "gold standard" data sets. To this end,
275
Phenoscape has developed the first gold standard dataset for biodiversity phenotypes (in prep).
276
Efforts to use ontologies in the process of new species descriptions are underway (Deans et al. annotations have been shown to be informative for semantic similarity (Manda et al. 2016a ). 
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